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The Island of Mallorca is the biggest of the
4 Balearic Islands. These 4 Islands make up a
Autonomous Community of Spain, similar to
Aragon or Andalucia. The language of the island,
Mallorquí, is a variation of Catalan, a Romance
language distinct and from Spanish or French and
is spoken by the nearly million inhabitants.
Mallorca has a small mountain range running for
70km along of its northern edge called the Serra
de Tramuntana which rises to over 1000m in a few
places, the highest being Puig Major at 1445m.
Mallorca has an ancient history and has been
occupied by the Romans, the Vandals, the
Byzantines, the Moors, Aragon and then Spain.
The latter two often protected it from North
African based raiders, building massive defences
from existing fortifications. The Almudaina Palace
and the huge Palma Cathedral were built within
these defences atop the old citadel from the 13th
Century onwards.
Due to its central location in the Western
Mediterranean Sea, Mallorca has always had
strong trading links but these were also vulnerable.
Farming was initially just subsistance and it was
the Moors who made the biggest advances by
building irrigation channels to water the Central

Day 3. Cingles de Son Rullan is a mountain
between Valldemossa and Deia. It’s top is flat(ish)
but it’s northern side is a huge 300m sheer cliff
which plummets to the forested coastal mantle

Region where groves of olive, almond and orange
trees thrived. In the difficult mountain areas goats
and sheep could flourish, but there was little
agriculture save on small terraces. Today only 1% of
Mallorca’s GDP comes from agriculture and 80%
from tourism.
This tourism is across the spectrum from the
binge drinking party resorts like Magaluf right up
the estates (fincas) of film stars and businessmen.
In general the former tend to remain in the noisy
resorts near Palma while the latter enjoy the
villages on the north around Deia, Esporles and
Valldemossa. It is certainly easy to avoid the noisy
resorts especially in the Serra de Tramuntana.
The climate of Mallorca is gentle. It is dry and hot
in the summer and shallow rooted plants cannot
thrive in the parching heat. The winters are mild
with occasional snow in the mountains which does
not last. The wettest month is November.
Getting to Mallorca is easy, especially during the
summer. The busy airport at Palma has great
connections. Once in Palma there are regular
transport links to most places on the island and it
only take a couple of hours to go anywhere on the
island. Palma itself is a clean city full of historical
sites and a good place to rest after a visit.

Day 4. The finca of Son Bujosa near Deia is a
typical Mallorcan estate with the main house
surrounded by orange and olive groves and the
rest of the land going up the hillside in terraces

The Drystone Route

Strawberry tree, Arbutus
unedo, produces sweet
edible fruit, thriving on
the lime soil of Mallorca

The Olive tree, Olea europea, is found
throughout the Tramuntana range on
terraced slopes. Much of the tree stock here
is over 500 years old with younger shoots

The Drystone Route, also know as the GR221, is
a 7 day trek which goes from the SW end of the
Serra de Tramuntana range in Mallorca to the NE
end. Officially the route starts at Port d’Andratx
on the west peninsula and goes round to St Elm
then to Estellencs on the second day, but this is
notouriously vague. Better to skip it (and a day)
and start at Es Capdella as described here. Much
of the GR221 is across, or adjacent to, private land
and access may suddenly be blocked or the path
suddenly be hemmed in run by fences. It is the
downside to a delightful and tame walk.
The walk goes along the spine of the Tramuntana
passing through teraced groves of trees and
through pine and holm oak forests. Much of the
terrain is limestone tufa which supports forest,
but not grass so there is little pastoralism and not
a wealth of flora and fauna, as the terain is not
remote and all the towns which the walk passes
through are now sustained by tourism, It is never
far from the sea which can been seen everyday.

Holm oak, Quercus ilex,
is an evergreen tree. It is
common in the hills and
used to make charcoal

Accomodation is in private hotels or 3 different
refugi (mountain hostels). Most hotels are open all
year except December and January, but there is
nearly always something open, and the refugi are
open all year. It is necessary to book the refugi 5
days in advance. The hotels are generaly in town
where there are cafes, and the refugi serve meals.
The best time to do this trek is in the spring or
autumn although it can be done at any time of year.
Summer is best avoided as the towns and villages
will be busy and the temperatures unbearable.
September, October, April and May are prime.
There are 3 maps at 1:25,000 maps published
by Editorial Alpina SL. covering Tramuntana Sur,
Central and Norte. Expensive but essential.
There are at least 2 guidebooks:
1. The Cicerone “Trekking Through Mallorca” by
Paddy Dillon. ISBN: 9781852844950
2. “GR221 Mallorca’s Dry Stone Way” by Charles
Davis. ISBN: 9781904946489
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Map of the northern half of Mallorca showing the Tramuntana mountain range and the route of the
GR221 which weaves along its length. For ease of fitting the map is not aligned to the north and the west
is uppermost. To view in a correct alignment rotate the page anticlockwise 90 degrees in Adobe Acrobat.

Day 3. Valldemossa is a town in the centre of the Serra de Tramuntana range. It is popular with wealthier
tourists and road cyclists. The GR221 descends steeply through Holm oak woods and then climbs out
through more woods on the NE side to reach the spectacular Cingles de Son Rullán

Day 3. On the climb up the Cingles de Son Rullán you emerge from the Holm oak forest above the Coll
de Son Gallard get a view of the 300m high cliffs. On the coastal mantle below you can see Deia village in
the near distance and Port de Soller in the far distance. The path continues up this ridge to the top.

Day 1. After you leave Es Capdella you walk along
a track passing groves of almond and carob trees.
These once important groves are no longer
well tended and the harvest is of little economic
importance today

Day 1. Dwarf fan palms, Chamaerops humilis, thrive
in the area around Galatzo estate (finca). They are
quite fire resistant and recover quickly after an
inferno. In the late autumn they produce clumps
of inedible yellow brown fruit

Day 2. Houses lining a passage in Banyalbufar
which leads from the village square up to the olive
terraces on the steep hillside above. Above the
terraces are the Holm oak forests

Day 3. Esporles Church is named after St Peter
the Apostle. It is in the centre of this calm, pretty
town with many cafes along its tree-lined main
street

Day 3. The terraces on which the olives used
to grow are not really being maintained and are
slowly falling into disrepair. Sheep frequently graze
the grass under under the trees

Day 3. Son Dameto outside Esporles is a typical
old finca farmhouse. It would have been the
centre of an estate with acres of olive groves in
the surrounding fields .

Day 3. Between Valldemossa and Deia the route goes over the Cingles de Son Rullan on an extraordinary
path. This path was built by an Austrian Archduke at the end of the 19th Centuary. The Duke was a keen
naturalist and this path allowed him to ride his mule into the mountains to observe nature and sketch.
His path continues up to Puig des Teix 1064m, but the GR221 branches off before it reaches the summit.

Day 4. Many of the old farmhouses on the island have been converted into holiday villas and some are
of a very high standard. They fetch very high real estate prices which reflects how much they are sought
after by wealthy Europeans. Some owners have gone to court to block the ancient right of way access
across their lands which means the route of the GR221 changes from time to time.

Day 4. Donkeys in Mallorca were beasts of
burden for centuries. Now they are somewhat
superflous, but there is a growing business of
donkey trekking

Day 4. Some groves of olives contain trees which
are many 100 of years old like this one near Soller.
In old trees nutrients are stored in the trunk so
even in poor growing seasons the tree can draw
on these resourses to produce a good crop

Day 4. The town of Soller is the largest on the GR221. There are many hotels and cafes to choose from
near the twin towered main church in the central square. The route up to Cuber and Tossals Verds refugi
on the following day goes up a steep well made path in the middle of the mountain rampart beyond

Day 5. The alter of Sant Bartomeu in Soller is
grand and shows the historical importance of this
town. Its wealth was built on citrus fruit and there
are still many orange and lemon groves around it.

Day 5. On the way to Tossals Verds refugi there
is a short section of the path where there is a
chain for security. It is barely necessary as this
scrambling section is easy.

Day 5. The two Resevoirs of Cuber and Geog Blau are the water supply for the city of Palma. They are
located up in the mountains between Soller and Tossals Verds refugi in a valley on the south side of Puig
Major pictured above with its top in the cloud. Puig Major is the highest moutain on Mallorca at 1436m.

Day 6. Tossals Verds refugi is owned and run by
the Consell de Mallorca, the island government.
It can sleep just 30 in 3 dormitories and a double
suite. It is an old, restored farhouse from the
19th Century

Day 6. In the mountains of Mallorca there is the
occasional day of snow. Here is Coll des Prat just
after a blizzard in November. In the vicinity there
are the relics of snow houses, which are huge
stone storage pits into which snow was shovelled

Day 7. Santuari de Lluc is a monastery founded
in the 13th Century. It offers accommodation for
walkers and is sited close to the Son Amer refugi,
which is run by the Consell de Mallorca

Day 7. The middle is the national Spanish flag. The
right is the Autonomous Community flag of the
Balearic Islands. The left is the Mallorcan Island
flag. This represents the 3 levels of government

Day 7. The Holm oak is common in the Serra de
Tramuntana. They were used for building and to
make charcoal. Some of the grander specimens
which had nor been exploited are over 500 years

Day 7. Palma Cathedral is enourmous and stands
on a citadel which once protected it from raiding
pirates. It dates from the 13th Century and
dominates the shoreline of this ancient city.
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There are many alternative routes at the start of the GR221. The “official”
one starts in Port d’Andratx and spends 2 days getting to Estellencs, when
getting lost on ever-changing, vague paths across private land is the norm.
A simpler alternative is to start at Es Capdella and spend a day on obvious
paths to Estellencs as described here. Start north at the village crossroads.
The road soon turns into a track between carob trees for an hour to
reach Casa Galatzo,, a large estate mansion house.Continue north for an
hour up the pine and cyclad clad valley. Climb up the side of this craggy
bowl for a good hour on a stony path to a col at 650m. Here just to
the north of Esclop hill 928m you join the “official” route and begin the
descent through pines past Como d’en Vidal hostal and on down many
zig-zags on the track to the main road at about 250m. Estellencs lies 3 km
east along this road which can be followed or a path just below it can be
followed for part of the way. Estellencs is a larger village with shop, cafe
and guesthouse. From Estellencs the road contours around the hillside for
7km to Banyalbufar. The disputed path runs parallel to it either just below
initially or just above through pine woods for the majority. Follow either
the road or path with the sea crashing on the rocks at the base of the cliffs
below.The village of Banyalbufar is slightly bigger that Estellencs with a few
hotels and shops and village hall all arranged along the road overlooking
the steep rocky coastline.
The path leaves Banyalbufar, 100m, by the church and village hall and heads
east up a well marked track through small houses and homesteads. After a
half hour you leave the last of these farm plots, many with deep concrete
water tanks and enter pine forest. The path now climbs through the pine
and scrub to the col at Collado de Pi, 454m, the high point of the day, a
good hour after starting. The delightful path now contours around the
hillside for a quick hour passing through lovely pine and oak forests. It then
grows to a track again and descends via a short series of sharp bends to a
road junction at a location called La Granja. Here the council has managed
to purchase a strip of land on the north side of the road for the path to
follow for a km to reach an old bridge. At the bridge the path crosses the
road and passes through woods for a km then suddenly enters the town
of Esporles by the church. Esporles is a lovely town with a leafy main street
and all facilities. It is a fitting end to a short but quaint day and delightful
place to spend an afternoon.

8.5

From the solid church in Esporles head NE through homesteads to the
large Son Domato estate. Here bear east up a track up the south side of a
bowl with the Son Gabaspre estate house below to Col de Bassata, 456m.
Here the markings all but cease for 2 km. The only clue you are on the
path is passing the curved Aljub stone cisterns. Follow the cliff edge and
descend to Col da Saint Jordi. Now climb 200m over Sa Comuna, 704m,
before the shaded descent into Valdemossa town, 4.5 hours after Esporles.
The route out of Valdemossa is poorly marked. Zig zag up the very rough
and steep track to the north for a hour to a saddle and covered well.
Continue north through enchanting woods to Col de Son Gallard, 766m.
Then double back south and climb the SW shoulder of Cingles de Son
Rullan, 925m. The path soon gains the crest and then begins a glorious
hour’s walk along the crest of this undulating ridge. To the NW the cliffs
drop down to the coast. A post marks where you leave the ridge and
descend a chink in this rampart. The path descends a spur to the north
and drops down the side of a cliff at a very poorly marked place. From
here it weaves down outcrops for an hour before entering thick holm oak
forest again. This soon gives way to abandoned terraces with gnarly olives.
The small unmarked path weaves through these and then descends a small
wild jungle clad valley for 2 km before reaching the edge of the charming
town of Deia set in its bowl, with few hotels and cafes overlooking the sea.

3.5

Walk through the brown streets of Deia to the east of the bowl and then
drop down into the scrub at the outskirts. The path contours round a
knoll offering great views to the rocky bay below. Once round this knoll
it climbs back to the main road, crosses it and begins a small climb up the
flank of a hillside. After half an hours easy climb the obvious path settles
at just over 250m and remains there for an hour. This part of the walk
is lovely with good views over groves to the craggy coast. Occasionally
you pass a larger estate (finca) house with well kept gardens. At the large
mansion house of Can Prohom the path splits with the GR221 heading off
on a large loop with a spur. I am sure most walkers prefer the delightful
well marked Cami de Rost which takes a direct path down to the edge of
Soller just over 3 km away. This is the path which continues east from the
junction. After half an hour it reaches the splendid villa of s'Pieretat on a
small knoll. The path then forks left here and continues a gentle descent
through groves for just under 3km to suddenly emerge on the edge of
Soller. A km before reaching this road it goes over a working narrow
guage railway line. Cross the main road here and make a visual bee line for
the narrow twin spires of St Bartolmeu church on the central square. The
church interior is very grand and shows the historic importance of Sollers.
There are many resturants and hotels in Soller and many old streets
worth wandering. Port de Soller is not really worth a visit any longer.
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8

Saunter through the streets of Soller heading NE and reach the outskirts
where there are many small groves and rustic houses. After walking for
an hour on a crescent shaped series of signposted tracks you reach the
charming hamlet of Biniaraix. From here a well made path starts up into a
ravine east of the hamlet and soon enters starts to zig-zag up for an hour
until the ravine opens into a steep bowl with well kept terraces. Above
the path continues up under huge yellow and orange cliffs. After an hour it
eases and reaches a small pastoral farmstead.The path continues up slowly
through the holm oak and pine forest to the Collado de l’Ofre saddle at
875m. After this longest climb on the GR221 you descend a gentle and
open 3km down a sparsely wooded valley with steep limestone peaks
rising up some 500m above. At the end of the valley is the Cuber reservoir
at about 750m. Walk round the north side of the reservoir to the east tip
where there is carparking at Nuber. Here there is a choice of ways; one
over a saddle directly south and then round a craggy hill while the other
longer easier path goes round the east of this hill. The former is better.
Climb for half an hour to the saddle at 904m. Here there are tremendous
views south down and gorge and good views of Puig Major, the highest
hill in Mallorca at 1436m. The descent down the south side is initially
easy but as the valley narrows and you enter the gorge. There is a small
section where the path climbs a steep crag and there are some chains to
secure oneself if needed. After the chains there is another slow kilometre
stumbling over the tufa limestone blocks on the rough path before you
rise over a ridge and see the oasis of Tossals Verds refuge below. The path
snakes down through ancient and abandoned olives into a quiet valley
before climbing up the other side to reach the lovely refuge which caters
for about 30 and must be prebooked.

6

From the well kept terrace of Tossals Verds head east up the slope behind
the refuge before veering NE over the shoulder and into the small valley
on the south side of Tossals Verds mountain, 1118m. Follow this valley up
over a coll and then contour round the east side of the same mountain
until, after 3 km, the path forks. Take the right branch which head down
to the Fonts de Prat spring after 300m. The path now heads NE up a
deep wooded valley covered in holm oak and pine woods.it climbs gently
through this enchanted forest for a couple of km until it breaks out into
the open above the relatively high treeline of around 1000m.You can now
clearly see Puig de Massanella, 1365m, the second highest mountain in
Mallorca just on the east side of the valley. Carry on up the shrub covered
valley passing a deep stone pits once used for collecting snow to make ice.
Some 4 km from the Fonts des Prat turnoff you eventually climb up to
the Collada des Prats, a saddle on the north side of Massanella mountain
and at about 1210m the highest point on the GR221; which naturally has
great views. Descend down the north side of this Col past a couple more
snowpits to another saddle, Collado des Telegraph. Now turn east and
descend the valley leading down from this col for just half a km before
you cross the brook and climb up the short ridge on the north side for 20
minutes to reach the ridge near Puig d’en Galileu, the second highpoint of
the day at about 1100m. Turning west here walk along a high balcony for
a km enjoying the view across the valley to the mountainous gash of the
Parrais Gorge. Our path now doubles back east and starts a long descent
down a kilmetreof hillside before another 3 km of splendid holm oak
forest before reaching the carpark of the Lluc monastery. It is possible
to stay at this magnificent building which is perhaps the spiritual heart
of Mallorca.
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Leave the monastery and walk along the road for a few hundred metres
to the path which leads of to an old watermill and then climbs up to
the refuge of Son Amer on a knoll in the holm oak just a km from the
monastery, over which it has a great view. The path then descends past a
new olive grove before climbing up a gentle track in the holm oak forest
again to the sballow Coll Pelat at about 700m. This is essentially the last
highpoint of the GR221. There is now a 2km walk contouring through
the mossy oaks on the forest clad flank of Binifaldo hill to another saddle
before descending north down a road Binifaldo farmhouse which is an
educational centre surrounded by a few 500 year old venerable holm oaks
at 600m. From here the route now descends gradually for the next 5km,
sometimes on track and sometimes on footpath until it emerges from
the woods at Valld’en Marc which is a spread hamlet of homestead at just
100m. There is still another 5km to go to Pollenca largely on tracks but
sometimes beside the tarmac road as you pound past fields and groves.
At last the building become dense and you suddenly find yourself at the
Pont Roma refuge on the NW corner of this small town. Either stay here
or walk a km to the centre of this small traditional town where there are
a few hotels around the quiet square. Either enjoy the calm of Pollenca to
relax in or take the hours bus to Palma to celebrate.

